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About
Make transactions across the globe
with ease and securely with our
honest and hassle-free services. We
present our services that give the
safest and easiest way for all your
payment transactions around the
world. When you transact with us,
you have nothing to worry about.
Our customers are the centric
approach that makes us the most
secure and reliable option for all
your transactions.
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we provide the
following
services in our
exchange
Currency Exchange:
- Exchange rates
- Currency converter
- How to exchange
- Transaction time & cost
- Currency tools
- Social transactions



Money
Transfer
1) How it works: select your
account & currency & choose
your delivery method
2) international money
transfer: send money online
in 28 currencies & 30
countries
3) Efficient money transfer: in
online transfers we can pass
our savings to you



Payments
1) For partners: fast payments for
your customers is available
2) Microtranscations for games: very
attractive rates are available for
microtransactions gaming payment
3) Pay later: by this option your
customers can make orders &
postpone their payment
4) for developers: all information
about quick integration is available
in this section



Loans

1) How can you take loans:
borrow money fast in your
desired currency

2) The reason for choosing us:
you can quickly get money in
one of our available
currencies with our loans



Cryptocurrencies
What are they? 
Decentralized digital currencies
which are based on cryptography,
through which transactions are
verified & new coins created
Cryptocurrency rates:
- Regular updated rates of popular
cryptocurrencies
- BTC or USD quotations
- check the market cap, average rate
& 24HR volume of your favorite
crypto 



Thank You

Contact Us

seven.star.unique

+601128902896

admin@sarafiseven.com

www.sarafiseven.com


